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Abstract
The study aims to analyze and explain regional spatial policy change by applying policy subsystem variables based on ACF version 1998 by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith. Policy subsystem variables consisting of policy core beliefs, advocacy coalition, and advocacy coalition resource are assumed having influence on spatial policy change. Qualitative approach through case study strategy is applied to investigate policy change and policy subsystem in natural context. Case of the study is changes upon spatial utilization in midtown area of Makassar City. Multi-stakeholder analysis tool by GTZ (2007) is applied to obtain and analyze the data. The study concludes that policy core beliefs change comes from advocacy coalition, while advocacy coalition resource does not affect spatial policy change of Makassar City. The finding implicates theoretically that ACF model version 1998 by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith is inapplicable to explain spatial policy change in Makassar City.
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1. Introduction
Spatial problem complexity in many developing countries, along with public demand on the solutions, gives strong motives for role of the government to adopt and implement spatial policy effectively. Spatial policy defines action choices performed by the government to figure out spatial problems.

Objectives of spatial policy in developing countries are varying. However, reducing poverty, rising economic growth, assuring environmental continuity, and controlling urban development belong to relevant elements of spatial policy in many developing countries (Enemark, 2012; Enemark, 2013).

Spatial policy in many developing countries meets important changes over the last decades. Policy change either in major or minor level occurs in a policy subsystem or government program. Major change refers to the changes in aspects of deep core beliefs and policy core beliefs, while minor change refers to the changes in aspects of secondary beliefs from the government policy or government program (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993, 1999, 2007; Sabatier & Weible, 2005).

Deep core beliefs cover a very normative and ontological general assumption on human characteristic and fundamental values which are relatively priority, such as freedom and equivalence, role of the government vs. market, and who shall participate in government decision. Policy core beliefs cover priority to values concerning policy, prosperity, and relative authority from the government and market sector, and causes of multiple policy problems. Secondary beliefs regard regulations and budget application in a specific program, basic guidelines of public participation in a specific regulation, etc. (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993, 1999, & 2007; Weible & Sabatier, 2007; Sabatier & Weible, 2005).

Major changes are seen in spatial reconfiguration from economic perspective, and also role of the government regulation in framing spatial outcomes. Minor changes are seen in institutional change of space management and program re-priority and financial resource allocation.

Spatial policy change, as elucidated above, also occurs over the last five years in Makassar City, South Sulawesi,
Indonesia. Spatial policy of Makassar City is outlined in Regional Regulations No. 6 of 2006 on Regional Spatial Management of 2005-2015. Complying with the regulation, all spaces in Makassar City are divided into five Development Regions (Wilayah Pengembangan or WP) and 13 Integrated Development Region (Kawasan Pengembangan Terpadu or KPT).

Spatial policy change at macro level is indicated by role of the local government regulation in executing space reconfiguration in midtown area and integrated settlement in WP I to turn it business looks through Losari Beach reclamation for hotel construction and Karebosi soccer field revitalization. Current local government of Makassar City argues that business oriented policy is the right instrument to boost infrastructure development and regional economic growth in order to realize the vision of being Metropolis.

Spatial reconfiguration to the more business oriented region in Makassar City for 2007-2012 has made impressive financial output. Local economy is evaluated by gross regional domestic product which shall grow above 9 percent in average, so it can place Makassar City as a city with the highest growth rate among cities in Indonesia. However, impressive growth rate has not been significantly tailed by capability to reduce poverty. Poverty rate in Makassar City of 2012 based on per capita income standard with total income less than USD 1 per day is 5.1%. This rate is just 0.25 point different from previous rate in 2007 (The World Bank, 2012) meaning that during period of 2007-2012, poverty rate decreases 0.05 percent per year only.

One of applied theories in the study to analyze and explain spatial policy change of Makassar City is Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) version 1998 by Sabatier and his colleagues. ACF is proposed by Sabatier and his colleagues in late 1980s to explain political behavior of the actors in policy process (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1988). To the present time, ACF has met each of minor revision and major revision twice. Minor revision is conducted in 1993 and 2005, while major revision occurs in 1998 by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith and in 2007 by Sabatier and Weible (Weible et al., 2009).

In order to explain policy change process, ACF version 1998 specifies policy subsystem as the main analysis unit. ACF identifies policy beliefs and advocacy coalition resource as causal driver of advocacy coalition’s behavior in policy subsystem (Weible et al., 2009). ACF version 1998 by Sabatier and colleagues clarify that policy change mainly occurs as the consequence of competition among advocacy coalitions in policy subsystem. Based on driven policy beliefs, advocacy coalition in policy subsystem is divided into major coalition and minority coalition. Major coalition is the determinant of policy processes, while minority coalition tries to affect government policy and to defend its relative position (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1999; Weible & Sabatier, 2007).

A number of empirical studies have been conducted to various policy domains and in many countries to verify theoretical propositions of ACF. Over more than two decades, ACF has been applied in Europe, Canada, US, and other developing countries including Indonesia to a large number of important topics, such as policies on health, environment, forestry, economy, disturbance, and education (Weible, Sabatier, & McQueen, 2009). However, the findings of empirical analysis on policy change plot and affecting factors are still inconsistent.

Ainuson (2009) applies ACF approach to explain water policy change in Ghana; Meijerink (2005) applies ACF model to explain flood control policy change in coastal areas in the Netherlands; Kübler (2001) applies ACF model to explain medical policy change in Swiss. All findings of those studies support ACF hypothesis on policy changes, that there is competition among advocacy coalitions belief system concerning policy problems, and the competition encourages new objectives image.

Previous studies applying ACF model do not collaborate on how policy core beliefs and advocacy coalition resources detailed at secondary level.

ACF model version 1998 by Sabatier and colleagues identifies policy core beliefs and advocacy coalition resource as causal driver in policy subsystem delivering policy change. All findings of empirical analysis by Ainuson (2009), Suwitri (2008), Meijerink (2005), Kübler (2001) and Litfin (2000) support the ACF prediction. The study assumes that policy core beliefs and advocacy coalition’s resource may explain the process of spatial policy change.

2. Research Method

The study applies qualitative approach. Data in use is collected from the chosen participant, program document, and field observation. Multi-Stakeholder Analysis (MSA) procedure is applied to pick participant, to collect data and to direct data analysis. Multi-Stakeholder Analysis (MSA) by GTZ (2007) applied in the study is identification of key stakeholder, stakeholder mapping, and stakeholder authority and resource. Field notes, voice recorder and photo/video recorder are used to document the data.
The study is located in WP I of Makassar City. Appointing reason to WP I as research site is that the location meets specification of ACF concept by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith. Policy change in the WP I is indicated by reclamation activity of Losari Beach, construction of Swiss Bel-inn hotel, revitalization of Karebosi field where all of them are deviated from policy blue print.

3. Findings and Discussion

3.1 Policy Core Beliefs and Its Influence on Policy Change

Actors filling in major advocacy coalition in regional spatial policy in Makassar City are Mayor, local and central politicians (who shall not be named), business player (Hasan Basri who stands on top); while minor advocacy coalition are filled in by Governor of South Sulawesi, rent seeker politician either who stands in the same or other party. It is in line with what had been predicted in ACF model that every policy subsystem contains a large number of actors from diverse public and private organizations who show interest in policy issues (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993).

Major advocacy coalition and minor coalition continually compete to put their policy core beliefs into regional spatial utilization program. Major coalition promotes infrastructure growth and regional economic growth by maximizing license of spatial utilization for business interest. These license decisions, at the observed case, are deviated from policy blue print and also do not comply with regulation to higher hierarchy. Minor coalition attempts to realize public rights and social learning process in planning and budgeting.

Competition between major and minor advocacy coalition to realize policy core beliefs does not emerge new programs as compromise decision. On the contrary, competition between both advocacy coalitions turns to be political conflict. It is similar to ACF model prediction (Weible & Sabatier, 2007) that competition among advocacy coalitions in form of political conflict in Makassar City leads to dead policy, such as stoppage upon beach reclamation and construction of Swiss Bel-inn hotel in Losari Beach. That condition is different from theoretical prediction of ACF (Weible & Sabatier, 2007) that competition among advocacy coalitions leads to new programs which are adopted to be the government authoritative decisions. There was no new program up to 2012 as solution of the dead policy.

The findings show that there is not enough empirical evidence to back up ACF theoretical prediction by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith version 1998. It declares that competition among advocacy coalitions create new programs. It indicates that ACF theoretical prediction by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith on policy core beliefs as cause driver of policy change is unable to be applied to explain spatial policy change in Makassar City.

3.2 Resource and Its Influence on Policy Change

Resources possessed and used by major coalition in spatial policy in Makassar City are: votes and other forms of political support; money, information and skill, moral support, and position. Minor coalition only utilizes resources such as votes, position, and moral confidence. Major coalition has and utilizes more resource types than the minor one.

All resource types of advocacy coalition in spatial policy of Makassar City are political resources just as identified by Piven and Cloward (2005). Political resource utilization in regional spatial management policy complies with ACF concept that actor coalitions utilize political resource to fight for their policy core beliefs or in attempt to fix their relative position (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1999, 1993; Weible & Sabatier, 2007).

Political resource types are utilized in different quantity and different case either by major or minor coalition. For Karebosi field revitalization case, minor coalition uses resource combination consisting of votes, position, and moral/religious support. However, that resource combination is unable to stop the policy implementation. Operation of Karebosi field revitalization keeps running and fully finished, even it operates as planned. Else, beach reclamation and construction of Swiss Bel-inn hotel in Losari Beach may boycotted by same resource type.

The finding on advocacy coalition resource in Makassar City does not reserve empirical support to ACF theoretical prediction. It predicts that every advocacy coalition tries to realize their policy objectives by increasing political resource. Minor coalition may strive to fix its relative position by adding their resources (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993). It indicates that ACF theoretical prediction by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith on advocacy coalition resource as cause driver of policy change is inapplicable to explain spatial policy change in Makassar City.

What occurs in Makassar is that in case of beach reclamation and construction of Swiss Bel-inn hotel in Losari Beach, major coalition does not attempt to systematically increase political resource in order to realize their
policy objectives. Otherwise, in case of Karebosi field revitalization, both coalitions attempt to increase their political resources, so their competition shapes political conflict.

Advocacy coalition’s effort in spatial policy in Makassar City to increase political resource is more accurate if it is explained by using rational perspective. Beach reclamation/construction of Swiss Bel-inn hotel in Losari Beach only covers private interest in small quantity. Otherwise, Karebosi field revitalization covers government sector interest, i.e. local government of Makassar City. Minor coalition stands on boycott party opposing the policy and they do not urge the making of desired institutional regulation. It indicates that major and minor coalition attempt to increase political resource just in case of competition upon public interest.

4. Research Implication

Practically, the study verifies key issues and policies that form regional spatial management. The findings may be utilized as material or information to re-design the more effective spatial policy structure to make it more useful for all of social purposes in Makassar City. So does the government of other region who may apply the findings for similar purpose.

5. Conclusion

Spatial policy change in Makassar City takes place in policy core beliefs level. Major or minor advocacy coalition has prioritized new values which are different from spatial policy blue print. Policy core beliefs change is not followed by changes in secondary beliefs level. It is indicated by the absence of spatial programs working on weak traditional institution, so it leads to anxiety and tightness.

Policy core beliefs by major coalition are maximization of space value to encourage infrastructure growth and regional economic growth. Policy core beliefs by minor coalition are optimization of regional space to create the real social prosperity. Competition between major and minor advocacy coalition to realize policy core beliefs does not emerge new programs as their compromise decision, conversely, it turns to political conflict that lead to a dead policy.

Major coalition utilizes more resource types than the minor one. Both advocacy coalitions utilize different resource at different context. Similarity of both appears that each of coalition attempts to increase political resource just in case of competition upon public interest. Competition upon private interest is not tailed by an effort to increase political resource. As the consequence, continual dead policy only occurs in private interest sector.

The findings concerning either policy core beliefs change or advocacy coalition resource do not comply with ACF theoretical prediction version 1998 by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith. Policy core beliefs change and advocacy coalition resource do not encourage the making of new policy. All spatial policy programs are broken by major coalition. Minor coalition contest just reaches policy boycott level without encouraging the making of new program and new policy. The findings implicate theoretically that ACF model by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith is inapplicable to explain spatial policy change in Makassar City. As the consequence, it needs qualitative study to investigate factors which may explain spatial policy change in Makassar City.
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